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·. rep0rts on Ceausescu's human rights ·
atrocities.: •Unable to secure changes,
··The Xavier.NewsWire,.
Alllbassador.Funderburkresigned; he·
.
.
. .... -. ..
. .
. subsequently wrote Pinstripes and
· · . Someenlight~nlngyie~pqirits were ;_R~ds.~ his llleme>.irs, .a~cotinting th~ U5 ..
shared with Xavier students and others .· govermentsromancmg Ceausescu. .
' ~ho· came.to the presentaticm ~ebate_ . •· The purpose f?r: ~his p'rese1~tation,
By Molly Sillli~<m

..

:. ::~Js:c::p-n1rliui:iism pea:ff?"Dr·;' VJ~(iimi r •' : ,. ~P()~~~~r~ :.~Y,,.$1:}:~;. ~~~'~§.G~i~LV~.SC::~!&;;~·· c:
.. Sakharov";SOviet.defoctor i'ilbwia\u:s~:'.:Ji,t~ction :.~1 th'-the·Eecture Committee,..,,": s f

· .•· "t:itizeni•a~~(ocivid'Fu11deH1~iFkJ~;~~( :was for each_ man to . sl1are ·his own
.·
· Arnbass~dor to.~Rc~n1 ania; shared in~ · in.sig~ts arid opii1ions 1\!g~rd ~ng com~
1
. siehts into the darker asoects of U.S. munism. Funderburk5h1d, The bell
. internationaldiplorriacyahd thecurrcnt · has tolled forcommunism,,~ut theconstatus of communism. •.. · · . ·. · . . .· crete has notyet coll~psed. Sakharov
'Prior to defecting to the ·united observed it was wrong to declare
States. Sakharov was educated·· for a ..."glasnost" beca_use the Russians hiscaree; leading to the very· top'. o(the ~~rically have ne~er, liv~~ in fre:do~1.
Soviet diplomatic and intelligence ap- · ·Freedom· can kill md1v1duals, said
..
phofo by EHen Bird
para ti.is.· While aSoviet citizen, he was · ~akharov; the people were used to bcThis is a ciose-up of some qbject: on campus; Identify th~s and other photos ifz ·. .
assigned as an offkedn chargeofi::om~ . mg t~ken care.of an~ were not ready.
. upcoming issues to win prizes art t.he end of the semes_ter. Serid responses to D.C.
munications with Egyptian eounter. Slightly d1_Herent aspects were
Wolff, Office Manager, care of the Xavier Nwswir,e. _·
.
intelligence, Kuwaiti businessmen and
--see page 3
· sheikhs, the Palestinian Liberation br..•. ga~izatioh an(I v~ripus g~~rill~ mo~e~
. men ts on the Arabian Peninsula: How~.
··.· ever;Sakharov's"uHim~te:goal·.was•to
:become ah~ American arickwhen the
.
·. . .
·
.
·. .· ·. • · . ·.
.· · . ' ·'
chance· to defect ~rose, h~ tookit· .· ·
. exception, the MA fo psychology, and · to the facuity .and 'staff~<. , Also, .the
·· .Another specialist:' in his field is ·By Deena Calabrese.
the master's pr9gram.s in business ad- . Jibr.ary has acqu.ired a stat~~o_f-the-art
David Funderburk. This former Am:. The Xavier Newswire ·
ministration wiH ·be $270 per cre.dit . aufomated comput~r syst~in alld the
·
hour-.:an increaseof$20over the '90-91 improved comp1:-1tedabs ~ill be opera- ·
·
·
. · .
· ·· ·
. b11~sador spent twetjt}' Yfi!ilrs i11 Rqll\a.-.
Few things in .life are certain;.death, academic year. .
' · ..
.
.:. · ·tionaUn·the lower level of.Alter.Hall .
· "The budget for. the 1991-92 ye~r
. .·"The ~oneyis going to_ good use
. nia. ),.s a result ~fbei~g Fulbrjght : taxes; and the raising of tuition costs.
scholar to Romania, Funderburk was... U:ndergraduatetuitionforthe1~91- will beapproximateJY$50,000,000and . and is rieeded in:certain areas· so that
able to develop a reiationship with the. 92 academk year at Xavier University · 75% of that sum ·cqmes 'from -student Xavier.·'can compet~: with other:: urii.. pe0ple thatpreceded his relations with . for returning students will be $9200, an tuition," :said Michael·. J,; Conatcm,. versities;''' said .Mike ·Morris,. student
the dictator Nicolae Cea·usescu. He increaseof$700overthepreviousyear. Xavier'spresici«:?~t(iriterim)'.·"''T~e.hir~.: member· o.f the university Budget
· e~eritually: became 'embitterect ·as. he The tuition _for. new. stUde~ts entering .ingand retention~fhighqu~Htyfaculty; .·· Committee. · ~'Every year. the ..tuition
saw. how Washillgton~-Reagan, Bush'. ·.· Xavi~r in 'the .fall of 1990 will be $?700:. .the: provision of 'S(?~V:~s¢s .• tp. stti~e!'ts ·.·..h~s .to ~O, up, ~nd ev~I'}'. y~a~;, students
··. Haig,Shqltz~ .and. C>ther~-chose~to ig:: · : 'fll~ne~ r~tes.were recently~tiibhshed which range fr~i;n~lassr()()m.1~struc~.on ... •·. w,111 be up~et•l,'d oby~ou~ly hke to keep
no.re Ceause5cu's t}'i:army and:contin- by-Xay1er.s;board of tru~tee~. : . .
-. tc). ~areer. ~ouns,~~111g}()'~p1~1t.ua!. alld · tui~.ion :d.o~nr· b4t t.canfolly: urider.d t . ·d ··a···· h'
·... ,· .
· t. · · In addition to the raise m tmt10n, psycholog1caJ,s~pp0rt: to,the ~amte~ · sta.nd theincrease·as it is.''. .. , . •••· · ..
0
0
. ue. __....
s_-~.. _s~... _•z..e...._• ..•s_ .:.g. _.v. e. .rnm_..e_n ·_· .._c...h.a"r'g'e"'s 1£or .t.he·b_. .a...s.'1··c"·do.u'bl.e-roo. m· ,_.19·- · . na·. nc·e
of a"n· a· ttr··act1"v·e"'m·.;...;.ie·
rn',- a··.n"d
· .... "W '" '· ......... ·...... ed.··
'd
.
,
••.
1:;
~·
. • . - . ; . · ; ' . ,~~r~~<:>~.ymc .... ~v1e~prov~ .. es
Funderb~rk :.1,saw: ;~~tes~~ ·?'urder~~ m¢al-per~w,eek plil~ will. rise $200, to safe ~ampus".-~1.IJ~~s,e. t~1pgs ~~e ~ad~.' · qual~fy~t1ca~101l 1 ''..Co!1aton told ?<av1~r
.. c.~urc~.~s. ~,estroye~, pOh~cal imd reh- $4110 for the year.. · . ·
·.
· p0ss1ble by tmt10~-~1l~:g1.~t~;· :'•>• .: · ~ s~c:lents a11ci p~rents. ·"We ..are collf1,. gious d1ss1dents kd.led,and. other sav~..· ..:·•.Graduatetuition.for MEd, MS, and.. •• Reason_for .the,m~rc~sem!=lude:th(?,,\de11t :th,a.t·you \\iilLcontinue·.tc.>·recog~
, age acts. The U:S; State I).epartrrient MA programs, \Viii be· $270 per credit. newphysksbuilding, rerriod~lillg·f;let, · ·nize. the-excellence'of-the:education
. repor,tedly co.v~red UJ> ·Fupderburk's hour;ariincreaseof $35:Tuition for the Logan and Al~rs l::f?U~ :~:n~ additions sh;iderits_:ar¢ refoiyi"1g af)(a"'.i~'r/'
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Xavier Responds
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War in the Persian Gulf
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

Many. men and women
serving in the Gulf would appreciate receiving letters and
news from home. To help boost
morale on the front lines, a letter writii1g campaign is being
sponsored. Names and a drop
box for letters .will be made
available in the Student DevelopmentOffice. TheStudent
Development Office wi II cover
postage costs. For more information, X2061.
Operation Orange Ribbon
needs assistance; both volun-·
teer and monetary. Contributions can be sent to: Operation
Orange Ribbon, PO Box 54446,
Cinti, OH 45244-0446. For information, call 249-2469 or7217900. If you would like to make
anon-campuscontact,call Patti
Wubbolding at X3531.
Thosewishingtoaid Middle
East refugees can contact Joseph C. Donnelly, the Ca tho lie
Near EastWr.!fare Association;
1011 1st A venue, New York,
NY, 10022-4195.
STUDENT GATHERING
Open discussions will be
Thurs,, Jan. 31, 3-5 p.m. in the
Commuter Lounge. Thescdiscussions.involve people from
the community, as well as
ROTC, Peace and Justice,· Political Science, Theology, etc ..
so students can informally ask
questions and voice their own
opinions about the current
situation in the Gulf.
UNIVERSITY MINISTRY
Opportunities to offer
prayer for peace are available
on campus at a variety of settings and times. Three daily
Masses, at 8 a.in., noon and 5

. ................

·.:::::.:,:::.:·>·:

<.

··:.·· .. ··

,

::, :.:_ :.::··· ... :-

p.m. are held Mon. thru Fri. in located on the 1st floor of
Bellarmine Chapel Sunday Kuhlman Hall. All discussions
Massesarescheduledat9a.m., are confidential and. open to
11a.m.,4:30p.m.,7p.m.and10 any member of the campus
p.m.
community. For further inA Mass is held in the Resi- formation, contact Dr. Lon
dence Hnlls nt 10 p.m. on Kriner, X3022.
Moday (Husman Hall), Tues- ·
d ny
(Brockman ; Hall),. PSYCHQLOGICALSERVICES :
Wednesday' (Kuhlman Hall)
Individual and' group sup::.'
and Thursday (Marion Hall).
port programs are being ofLoyola House remains the fered to the Cincinnati comcenter for collecting names of munity. For further informafami ly and friends in the tion, contact Dr. Christine
Middle East for whom prayers Dacey, X3531.
will be offered. Pick up name
cards at the Info Desk, Book- TEACH-IN SUCCESS
store, Dorothy Day House,
Over 40 students, faculty
Sports Center, Bellarmine and staff gathered on Jan. 21 to
Chapel and in many offices discuss the Gulf.conflict. The
around campus. Mail or call in history of the Middle East, the
the infom1ation, and the cards interconnecting conflicts of the
will be recorded on a podium area, the Palestine issue and
inside the main entrance of the media treatment of the war
Bellarmine, so we may all re- were discussed. Personal
memb.er those serving in the concerns and questions were
war.
also voiced in smaller groups.
Bellarmine Chapel is open 9
a.m.-10 p.rn. for anyone who HELPFUL NUMBERS
wishes to come in and pray fro
Army general information:
peace, and the Residence Hall 1-800- 626-1440. Air Force
chapels are open at all times. gei1eral information: 1.-800For further information, con- 253~9276. lmmediatefamilyof.
ta"ct· University Ministry, Navy·personnel: 1-800,-255X3567. ·
· · 3808: ;Navy general inforn1a-:.
tion: 1-800-732-1206. ImmediBLACK STUDENT ASSOC. ate family of Marine Corps
The BSA will hold a prayer pcrsonhel: _1-800-523-2694.
vigil Mon., Wed., Fri. at 12:25 Immediate· family oi Coast
p.m. and Tues.. and Thurs, at Gurad personnel: 1-800-28312:30 p.m. the we~k of Jan. 28- 8724. The Cincinnati chapter
Feb. 1, for one minute on the . of the American Red Cross:
University Mall. All arc wel- 579-3966.
come.
If you have information to
HEALTH AND COUNSELING
contribute to future editions of
Individuals who wish to this Newsletter, please contact
discuss personal concerns. Brenda Futrell, X4269orCathy
about the Gulf Crisis are wel- Junker, X3205. Information for
come to speak with profes- the next edition must be re· sional counselorsat theCenter, ceived by Jan. 31 at 5 p.m.

Sugar ,.,_,

Spic~. Restaurant

OPEN EVERY· DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.

Daily Lunc.heon Specials
Including Vegetables

.

Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,.
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake
·
. a·nd much, much more!'
1941.
4J8t Aeadin9 Rel. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
Ac.ross from Natorp's
CincinnJti Magazines t984 Best Breakfast Awarc1.

Minutes from Xavier University,

Reas~nable

242-3521

. .

<C!li!<C!lWI&'lltiil.'fi'll'~

;.·

·muwai.mrrrn©>mr. ccCQ)llia~~ ·

pric.:es!

is seeking a computer literate to
help create a database represent
ing• 15 years of r'ock n' roll; ·and
other.events .. Call Johri·Nath at
· 24)~113lfi foi: consideration; .

FOR SALEi ·Two waterbeds -Queen, all-wood, nice: $350.00
King, new mattress: $150.00.
MUSTSELL IMMEDIATELY!
Contact BARB, X2833

· CompuType

I (Letter Perfect typing) I
I Term papers, ~esumes, Photo I
I
. · Copying, etc,
I . . Reasonable Rates.

·L · . · · 341-s313

-------- _J
·.
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--continued from page 1
pointed out by each speaker.
Because of his role within the
foreign
policy,
U.S.
Funderburk sottght to enlighten the audience about the
facade Gorbachev operates

behind which "Gorbachev had
once said 'Our purpose is to
disarm America and put it to
sleep.' In fact, the Communist
Party's interests come before
everything. The new myth is
that Gorbachev is striving for

democracy."
Sakharov seemed to reinforce this sense c>f false
"glasnost" when he revealed
that "Soviet programs [of reform) are either limited or do
not exist." One very important

concern of his is "tile way
people perceive other people
must be understood." When
one looks at the world they
must realize the "whole playground of emotions."
Both men agreed there are

t0>

by Americans regarding U.S.
foreign policy. Sakharov said
"In America it seems there is
almost a deliberate attempt to
not let the American students
know about the world."

SEVEN TASTY WAYS
TO IMPROVE A
COLLEGE .EDUCATION.
DOMINO'S NOW SERVING DIET COKE®!

Mon.
:r·······---------------,
Large One Topping

:

$6.99.·

: Get a large Domino's Original style pizza with one
I topping for only $6.99
I Additional toppings extra.

:I
I

I
I
I
I

Valid only on Mondays

•
•
· ·

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid
with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. ~1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
!: Limited lime offer.

Thurs.
r·····•···.·······------,
Medium Extravaganzz- I

It's a pizza lover's dream come true. Every
day of the week, you can get a special offer
from Domino's Pizza®. Whether it's a
special deal for one or four, there are lots
of reasons to make this .. the week for a·
special treat from Domino's Pizza. So why
not give us a call? In 30 minutes or less,
you'll see why this.is the week you've been
waiting for. ,: . . . . . ; '·' '...
. .

~

-1
I
I

Meal Deal ·

I
I

I.
I
I
I

. .

i

.

II
a . ...

I
I
II

ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~ ·

·----------------------~

' $7.49

:

I Get a medium Domino's Original style pizza with I
I your choice of two toppings and two 12 oz. cans I
I of Coca-Cola® classic or Diet Coke® for only $7.49 I

II.

I
I
jD~ll Valid only on Tuesdays
1
al participating stores only. No_1 valid.· I
I•.· •· • .· · Valid
w11h any other offers. Delivery area limited I
.· .
· lo ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less I
I .. ··
: . e> than $20.00. ®1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
I ._.._ ....,.
Limit.ad time otter.
·
. · ·I

'

Meal Deal for Two

i

I
I

.
II Gct a me d"ium omino s ngin:t I sty Ie pizza
w11. h
I one lopping of your choice for only $5.00
I Additional loppings extra.

Fri.
r···········-·········-,

3915 Montgomery Rd. I

:

$S.00
D . ·, 0 . .

I
I
I
I
I
I

·········--------------·

Tues.
396-7400
r··-····-·····-·······-,

I
I

:
:
I
I
I

Valid only on Thursdays
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid
with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
.. than $20.00. "'1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
"' Limited time offer.

·--------~-------------~

:

$7.99
Get a medium Domino's Original style Extravaganzza® pina loaded with pepperoni, sausage, ham,
·beef, onions, green peppers, olives, mushrooms and
extra cheese .for only $7 .99

m"1 .

I
I

I·

~-

•

··

Valid only on Fridays
v_ alid at participating ._stores only. Nol v_alid
: . ·with any other otters. Delivery area limited
to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
.. than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
"' Limited time offer.

I
I
II
I
I

I

··---------------------·

Sat.

Weds.

r·····•·-·············-, r·····················-, r·····················-,
Pan Pepperoni Feast .

$7.99 .

I I

!"

Get a medium Pan style Pepperoni Pizza Feast loaded I
with extra cheese and pepperoni for only $7.99
I

.

Valld only on WedneMeys

I
I
-I
I .
Not valid I

II
···-----------------·----·
•

·1

~-··

..

......

·

: . •

Valid at participating stores only.
with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less · 1
than $20.00. c1991 Domino's Pizza. Inc. 1
Lim~ed time ofter.
.
I

Large Pizza
for a Medium Price

!

!

$9.99

I Order a large Domino's pizza with .your choice of I
I toppings and you only pay the price of a comparable I
I
I Medium pizza.

I
I
I

II

II.
I·
I

.·

.

.

.

:.

·

Valld
only on Sund1y1
Valid al participating stor~s only. Not valid

with any other offers. Delivery area hm1ted
to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
•than $20.00. c1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Limlted time offer.

Get TWO medium.Domino's Original style pizzas,
each with one topping of your choice for only $9.99
Additional toppings extra.

I
I
II

I
I
I

.1.

. Pizza Party

:

II
•

'I
I

·

•
··

.

V1Hd only on Saturday•

. . ·Valid at participating stores only. No.I valid
. with any other offers. Delivery area limited
, to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
• than $20.00. G1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
. Limited time otter, .
··

I

·----------------------· ··--·---------------·-···

.
.
·~··,
..
,

·

.. :
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Tie a·n
orange

rib boa

Fredin Scholarship winners announced

Students get lifetime opportunity

tion process of applicants
matter of.an adapting period.
was based on three categoQueenan is interested in interThe Xavier Newswire
ries: maturity to adjust to
national relations and is hopThe XavierNewswire
culture
changes
with
emoing
that the Fredin will help
Dressed in orange,
,
This
summer,
five
Xavier
tional
stability,
interest
and
him
in advancing his career
founder of Operation Orange
,stl1dents
will·
have
th(;!
opporaptitude
for
learning
a
goals.
Ribbon Ellen Lambi1ig, came
Sullivan is hoping to attend
tunity to a~tendthe.Soi:bonne,· foreign language that adto discuss her mission.
graduate school and then join
, : · //
.. ~''.Our;firstpriority is to see in .P<fris, Franc'e., Ann Heile, . 4?quately demonstrates the
Amy Bartkowiak, Brian ability, and a healthy curiosthe Peace Corps. She is an
troops off," said Lambing.
Queenan,
Catherine
Sullivan
ity
that
can
absorb
the
English
and historymajorwith
"Our second is to work with
and Sian Virden are the win- historical and cultural aspects a heavy interest in the French
their families."
nersof the Fredin Scholarship, ofEuropean life.
language. She says "I'm hopOperation Orange Ribbon
which will enable them to
Fr. John LaRocca, S.]:, a ing to teach college." She is
has over 1,000 volunteers
complete one year study over- member of the Fredin Schol- ecstatic about the scholarship
locally and groups internaseas.
arship Board Committee, said and knows it will fuel her astionally. "I'm a simple
The
Fredin
Memorial
that much of the selection of pirations. The culture change
person who drove a
Scholarship
was
instituted
.by
the
finalists also rested in the for Sullivan is not a problem.
schoolbus and now I quit my
Aline Fredin in 1964 and has essays written and the inter- "I'm worried about coming
job to run Operation Orange
given students the charice to views of each applicant. He back! I'm going to get used to
Ribbon," said Lambing.
study
in the Cours de said thattheFredinisadifficult another country ... H will be
· Lambing said she got the
Civilisation Francaise pro~ but "primary experience."
harder to come home."
idea for orange ribbon while
gram. It is designed to aid
"It is a disorienting
Virden has previously ap- ·
watching T.V. "I was sitting
.on n:tY living room floor and I thosewhohaveadesiretoleam thing ... when the language is plied for the Fredin ScholarFrench language and experi-" different, one needs to be self-. ship. She visited France before .
was feeling really lonely,"
.
but only fora six weekperiod.
said Lambing, "I turned from ence French culture. This reliant," said LaRocca.
scholarship partially covers
Manyofthefinalistsagreed She is a French major and is
the T.V. to God and asked
tuition,roomandboard,anda that the Fredin would be a planningtobecomea teacher.
him for guidance and the
one-way fare for each student. ·Challengingexperiencebutone For her, the overseas studying
color orange flashed before
The criteria for the selecthat would be well worth it. will give her the fluency and
. myeyes."
·
Amy Bartkowiak is a French experience of culture and IanA
S
·T majorandisespeciallyexcited guagethatsheneeds. "ltwill
FU ND RA ISl NG
about being a Fredin winner. open my eyes to a whole new
"'p R:{.o G :R·. '·•...A· :·M·, . ·· ''.It's a great opportunity to culture." Virden also voiced a
spend a whole year away from concern about coming back to
$1000 in just one week.
everything that you know. It's the U.S. after a year and is exEan1 l.1p to $1000 for your
good for understanding and pecting a quick transition into
campusorganization. Plusa
learning culture nnd Ian- adaptingtoFrer~chlife. ·
chance at $5000 more! This
gung.e." Although Amy is
1-leile is also a major in inprogram works! No
wor~1cd about being in~ new tcrnational affairs and busiinvestment needed. Call
en~1ronment.' ~he believes ness. The change will not b~
she 11. be relatively ndaptable. shocking to Heile because she
1-800-::932-0528 Ext. 50
"It's tough. to realize this is a has attended school ir'1 Frnnce
---constant thrng. Once I'm there before' "! h" e b · f t
t
·
it'll hi
.
b'
. ,, '
·
uV
een or una e
t me as a ig change.
enough to have gone to France
Quee~ 1 an was also also ap- and experience classes thtlt
pre~ens1.ve about the length have spoken French. It won't
of ,time
rn France.
.
.
. Although b""' ""S b a d f.or me as for t 11e
hes never lived 111 France be-. others who 1
. b
Students planning on applying to medical school .,.;ill be
Walk to cam·pu·s
for" h b 1·
.. · 1
1ave never een
~
iev~
:!
.
.1.:'
.
.
.
.°
.
~~
.
.Y
a_
out
of
the~un~.~
facing a complC,tely revised Medical College Admission Test
By Kathy Oshel

ByAnn Bustamante

----

Off-Camp·. us."

Housl•ng
.
. .. ·. · r::.......:..

(MCAT) starting in April 1991. ,The Association of American
Medical Colleges has announced that the new MCAT will
measure a broader range of skills.
Fortunately, the test makers aren't the only ones making
changes. Stanley H. Kaplan, the first name in MCAT prep,
.has already designed a brand new course to help students
get ready fo~ the. brand new test. All our lessons, home study
notes, practice tests, and review will reflect the latest MCAT
format and content.
.
·Docs Kaplan preparation work? Over HALF the students ·
in medical school today are Kaplan alumni. New test?
No problem.
.

Z STANLEY H. KAPIAN

£

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

i
l
I
I .

Cable Hook-up

Oxford Apts.
Classes begin in February. Call (513) 821-2288 or
Come visit our Center: Sm:nmit Executive Building,
1821 Summit Road
· ·
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237

Famous U.S.

Wom~n 's' Ski Team Diet

I

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpinb
jSki Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose ?.O ·oounds ijn
ltwo w~eks: That'.s right -- 20 pounds in iq days! The' basis qf
the d1et ls c~e~1cal food action and was devised by a famoJs
Colora~o ph.ys1c.ian especially for the :J.S.Ski Team.
Norm~l
l~nerg~ is ma1nr.a1ned. (very important!) while reducing. You keep, .
full -- no starvation
-- b ecause tne
· d1et
·
· designed that wa~·
is
.
I t ' s a dle' t t h at is
· easy to follow whether you work, travel c r.
st.ay ay ho1'.'e..
:his is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. [IE
lit w~ren t, the U.S. Women'·s Ski Teamwouldn°t·be permitted to
u~~ .it! Right? So, give yourself the same break the u. s. Women
S;u
.
· f Team
, gets. Lose weight the ·sc t' ent.l f.tc, oroven :way.
Ev·n
j 1 you ve tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to
try the U.S. Women's Ski T.eam Diet
That is · f
· 11 'I
!want t 0 1
·
' l
you rea y do
ose. 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear thijs
lout as a reminder.
.
Sendonly$10.00 ($10.SOforr:ushservice)to: SlinQuik,I
IP.O. Box 103 Deot 2R H d
I
ay en, ID
. 83835. Don't order unle~s
you want
· two weeks! Because that. • s wh ~ t
. to lose 20 pound s in
Ski Team Diet will do. c. 1990
.
·

l

$245 and up
For More Information, can 800-KAP-TEST

l

LOSE 20 POUNDS .
IN TWO WEEKS!
,l

1005 Dana Ave.
Call A.B. at
861-5928
474-0449

I
.
I
I. ;

I

l
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· If you thought tharfmding a color
.
.
Take alookat the Macintosh LC and see
·
Macintosh" system you could afford was just a dream, then the · · ' what itgives you."Then pinch yourself
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true. ·
It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers
that can display ol1ly 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC
expands your palette to.256 colors. It also comes with a
microphone and new sound-input technology that lets you
personalize your work by ad.ding voice or oth~r sounds. · ·.
.Call Ron Aylward at
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC.is easy to set up and
672-663ltoset up an
easy to master. And.it runs thousands ofavailable applications
that all work in the same, consistent way-so once you've ·
appointl'Tfent. witt1 Joel
learned one program, you're well on your way to learning them
· . Handorf your campus
all. The Macintosh LC even lets youshare information with
representative
someone who uses adifferent type of computer-thanks to the .
versatile Apple· SuperDrive~ which can read from and write
to Macintosh, MS-OOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. ·

1he power tObe your best~
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By John Pattersop
In 1973, the case of Roe vs. Wade gave women the right to
Guest Columnist
have abortions on demand. Abortion. Everybody has
thought about it, although not all seem to agree on it. Not
A famous hi~torian once
only was abortion a hot topic of the past, but it will be a
said, "Those who do not
major controversy in the future.
know their past are conSome believe, the fetus has the potential for life, but when
demned to relive it." Until
in the uterus, it i~ "pre-human", Others feel, life begins at
1973 slavery had been the
conception, and it is therefore unfair to take someone's life.
most horrid disease to infect
Republicans tend to be pro-life, while Democrats take the
this country. The slave, not
pro-choice stance more often. But there are always the
considered human, had no
people flipping side to side, or the ones not quite sure of
rights and became the
their feelings. Politicians have been debating the abortion
property of the master. .
issue for decades, and no matter ~hat is voted in by ConSouthern plantation owners
gress, all U.S citizens will never be pleased. For some will
saw slavery as the most
say the law infringes on Constitutional rights to choose, and
lucrative way_to harvest the
others that a person should not have the right to take the life
cotton crop. Money was the
of another person.
greatest motivator of the
The reason the situation is so complicated is because
slave trade. What were the
abortion is a moral and ethical issue. Finding a happy
casualties? Black men and
medium, that applies with our Constitution'and laws is very
women who lost their lives,
·
.difficult.
were maimed and/ or had
Many people are unaware of the different angles that have their spirits broken.
to be taken into consideration when dealing with abortion:
Unable to learn from the
-Economic pressures on hospitals to perform abortions.
·past, we are faced with a
-What about the "adoption option"?
greater menace-abortion.
-The demographic aspects of abortion.
The mother has become the.
-Would the legalization of RU 486, an abortifacient,
promote irresponsible behavior because of its convenience or "own_er'f of the unborn child
and may abort him or her at
help with keeping costs of abortions down?
any
time, for any reason
-Should there be federal funding for birth control clinics?
-T~xpayers w~o feel ~hey should not have tC? support
peoples 1rrespons1ble actions with federal money in a day
and age when birth control is so readily available.
. -Only about 1% of abortions are because of rape or
mcest.
-Does the mother have the right to choose or should the
father have rights also?
. -Should the states have regulatory power as they were
given as a result of the Webster vs. Reproductive Health
Services?
The problems of abortion are not going to vanish. And in
the years to come it will be very interesting to see how the
government decides to handle it.
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In conclusion one must
ask, why has abortion
gripped our society? Perhaps
the answer can be found in a
media. that promotes free sex
and then is non-supportive
and discriminatory to pregnan_t women. Perhaps we as .
a people, have lost the will to
find more generous yet less
expedient solutions. Perhaps · ,
we have forgotten that each
human'life is beyond worth
in and of itself because each
is made in the image of our
creator and is unlike any
other. Can we allow the
slavery of the twentieth

By Leland F. Schneider '43
Pro-life Supporter
Remember January 22,
1973! On that infamous date,
seven Supreme Court Justices
unleased a lethal attack on
the family, the dignity of
women, and the people of the
United States with their
shameful Ro.e vs. Wade
decision legalizing abortion
on.demand. Since then, the
number of pre-born babies
killed in their mothers'
wombs totals more than 20
times the number of American casualties in all our
nation's major wars or 650
times the 40,000 deplorable
deaths.linked to the current
Salvadoran violence. If
inscribed with names, a
monument dedicated to these
26,000,000 innocent victims
similar to the Vietnam
Memorial ·would stretch
some 50 miles. As you read
this article some 15 pre-born
babies.are being brutally
slaughtered at the often
misinformed or pressured
request of their mothers.
Indeed, "never have so many
suffered so much at the
hands of so few!"
The slogan of last April's
inspiring pro-life rally in
Washington D.C. was the.
urgent challenge: "TELL
THE TRUTH!" The secular
print an9 electronic media,
the ranting psuedo-feminists
demanding "free choice," the
operators and counselors of
the abortion death chambers,
·many in the medical profes~
sion, and to many in positions of public tmst are NOT
TELLING THE TRUTH ..
Long ago, Hosea sounded a
divine warning, "My people
perish for want of knowledge!"
Pope John Paul II reminded us that "<111 human
life from the moment of
conception and through all
subsequent stages is sacred a gift of God. Abortion is a
rave defeat for man nd

.

civil. society." Vatican II
condemned "abortion and
infanticide as abominable
crimes." The Catholic
Bishops stated: "We denounce abortion as a serious
sin. We who revere human
life as created in the image
and likeness of God have all
the more reason to take a
stand to protectJife on all
levels. Abortion negates two
of the most fundamental
imperatives: respect for
innocent life and preferential
· concern for the weak and
defenseless."
Recently an acquaintance,
a Xavier graduate of the 80's,
asserted that he could not
recall one debate, program, ,
or pro-life speaker on this
subject during his four years
on campus. In 1898, James
Cardina.1 Gibbo,ns, comparirig
our Christian heritage with
ancient paganism, observed:
"The practice of abortion was
almost universal in Greece ·
and Rome, It prevailed alike
among the pqor·and the rkh.' ·
It was forbidden by no law.
The moral sense was so
blunted by the frequency of
the practice, that it was scarcely considered a crime."
A convocation at Xavier
this past November con~
demned the tragic assassination of six Jesuits in El
Salvador as "an assault on
the freedom of a university to
pursl.1e the truth." Fnthcr
. Frank Oppenheim, S.j.,
added, "Unless we are aware
of our mission to confront·
unjust structures, we are false
to being a Jesuit university."
At Georgetown l)niversity's
Bicentennial celebration,
Father Peter-Hans
Kolvenbach 1 S.J., declared,
"The promotion of justice
and the service fo faith will
not become a reality if the
·educational sector fo society
does not fully embrnce this
mission." How arc we
meeting the challenge posed
by "TELLING THE
TRUTH?"

Wit of the Week
He picks his nose. I saw him pick his nose lots of times.
-Jim-Jim, 5, on working with Arnold Schwarzenegger
in"Kindergarten Cop."

llJBfll&lllBIBilll\llJ~I
T~e

questions and issues

facmg 1college students to'day.

are no~ so very different fro~
those ta.ced by any student 111
any-society. The demographic of educated adults,
the majority of whom are on
the verge.-- or in the process - of applymg years of theory
to re.a~-life situations, has
trad1t10nally embraced the
co11troversies being played
out on a national -- or inter-.
nat~onal -- stage. ~ithin the
defmcd boundaries of
college campuses, the student
can explore many theoretical
options to ?1~y question -from aborhon to AIDS, race
relations to human rights.
The campus id~ally.provides
apopen forum tor discussion,
a place to treat current issues
without the trials nnd complications of the workada

world. In an atmosphere of
open minded tolerance,
stude1)ts of differing view.s
can coexist rationally,developing their own views while
respecting others'.
At least, that's what the
student handbook says.
Events -- even at a university which is proud of its .
officially tolerant stance on
differing views -- all too often
prove otherwise. The white
suprerrwcist of one group can
play the staunchest supporter
of affirmative action in ·
another. Ambiguous commitment to a cause provides
an easy shield for the politically fearful. And the
opinion of Cl peer group is a
powerful deterrent for the
honest expression of views.
Case in point? A writer who
· · II t t ct
·11·

ness to defend the view of
pro-choice -- with valid, wellthought-oi1t reasons·~. ~ tnen ....... ,
backed away from ~he
challenge at the eleventh
hour. "I just don't want to
ruffle anyone's feathers."
Well, if you. can't ruffle a
few feathers m college, when
your livelihood doesn't
depend upon a cautious
"toeing of the line," where
can you? If you ca1l't take a·
stand on what yot~ believe
now, when you will you? If
you have something to say,
say it. There will be those
wh.o disagree wit~ you -some may even dislike you.
But at least they will respect
yo~: you took the chance to
detme yourself.
If you can say nothing of
substance -- who cares what
you have to say?

Letters to the Editor

Comm.uter tells the truth

. In response to" At o~d~
with Commuter council...
.1 found t~is article to be
biased and immature. The
article makes a lot of nssumpfions about commuters which
are not true.
I)ike many of the students
in the dorm," ... do wash,
schedule your classes, and do
your homework without
being under your parents'

w?tchful eye: .. " J~ust because
I hve at home dot:s not mean
momm)'.' m1d daddy do
everythmg for me. As a
matter of fai:t, my parents
have ceased being guard
dogs many years ago.
Living at home does not
make me an outcast at this.
school. The statement, "If
you commute, you miss what
college is all.about," is

grossly unfair. If college is
about social life I can think
of better ways t~ spend ninethousand dollars!!
-Ann Seng

-
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The critical question about
the present war in the Middle
East is whether or not it was
necessary. Let's admit at the
outset that intelligent and
well informed observers are
divided on the question, and
that there's no clear cut
answer. Nevertheless, the
Gulf War has an air of
inevitability about it that
raises troubling questions of
principle. Recent diplomacy
- the diplomat of the past
five months- has been
characterized by an increasing rigidity. I would like to
suggest that the concept of
collective security has
contributed greatly to this
increased rigidity and that it
is related to President Bush's
notion of a new world order.
Collective security is an
idea that originated in the
periods immediately following the First World War. lt
was largely the brainchild of
President Woodrow Wilson.
The idea itself is superficially
attractive: if state A illegally
attacks state B, all other states
of the "international community" agree to come to the
assistance of state B. All for
one, one for all. Overwhelming force will be brought to

Prior to the current Gulf
crisis, collective security had
never worked. Nor is ifworking today as originally
envisaged. For example, by
no means all member states
of the U.N. are backing the
allies in the Gulf War, as the
theory of collective security
demands. In addition, the
concept has several inherent
drawbacks. In the first place,
if deterrence fails, war
occurs; precisely that has
happened in the Gulf. In
addition, it has long been
recognized that collective
security in practice'would
turn every regional dispute
into a global conflagration.
By contrast, traditional
diplomacy tried to isolate
bilateral disputes, such as the
Iraq-Kuwait conflict, and to
induce or impose a settlement - often based on a

The idea that aggression
should not be rewarded is a
noble one, but it rules out
any compromise and almost
inevitably means war. It
should be pointed out that
there has been no real
negotiation between the two
main parties to the Gulf crisis
since August 2nd. Following
the failure of Iraqi and
American diplomacy in July,
Iraq invaded Kuwait. Immediately, the U.S. took the
position that Iraq would have
to vacate Kuwait. Outside of
the Palestinians, virtually
everyone agreed with that
sentiment. The question then
became how, and under what
conditions, would Iraq get
out? That was answered
with unparalleled bluntness
by U.N. Security Council,
Resolution 660 on the v;ery
same day as the invasion:
Iraq was publicly condemned
and ordered to leave Kuwait.
This resolution was passed
under the collective security
portion of the U.N. Charter
and therefore was legally
binding on Iraq. The U.N.,
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Letters to the Editor

Commuters unnerved over Weislak's,,column
After reading his article in
the Nev.1swire, the question l
have for Mr. Wcislak is this,
do you really know what the
devil you arc talking about?
His column, which appcnrcd
in the December 5th issue of
the Newswire demonstrates
exactly how ignorant the
Xavier population is to the
situation of the commuters.
His premise is that the
commuters at Xavier are
apathetic. If the truth be
known, commuters are not
only some of the most
energetic students at Xavier;
but some of the most misunderstood students as well.
To demonstrate this, I will
use myself as an example.
Every school day, I must
wake up around 7 a.m. not
really that early, but compared to what I hear, most
residents are lucky ifthey are
. out of bed by 8. a.m. Then
comes the drive to school.
With the road construction,
rush-hour traffic and general
driving frustrations, the
twenty minute drive seems
like it takes hours. Classes
start and finish for me just as
they do for residents. Since I
am a Senator, a good portion
It was to my utter disbelief
that I read the article "At
Odds with Commuter
Council." I have not seen
such narrow-minded, tunnelvisioned, and biased rhetoric·
since Governor Wallace
declared his bigotry in
swearing that he would
never allow integration in·
Alabama schools. It.is both
unbelievable and unfortunate
that any one person could
pox any one group of people ,
in the manner that Weislak · ·

.

..

~as.·
·II .I must. . admit
thatWeislak•·
.

does have same valid points ..
However, the'manner in
which he presents his views,
namely, the broad and
sweeping generalizations of
the commuter student, is
what has prodded me into
writing. It is precisely
because of such generalizations that sexual and racial
tensions arc so bad in this
country. It is because of such
generalizations that ·
Weislak's article is such a
farce.
For those who missed the
December 5th article,
Wcislak's bottom line seemed
to be that if you are a commuter student, you are not an
integral part of Xavier, have

of the afternoon is spent
sp~akers). This makes it very
working on different projects difficult for commuters to
here on campus. Unless I
attend.
were to pack a lunch, which
He also argues that
would require me to get up
commuters just go to clnss
even earlier, I am forced to
and then straight to work. If
cnt here. The food isn't bad,
he really tho1:1ght nbout it, he
but generally expensive.
would realize that the reason
After I leave rnmpus nnd
·they work is so that they can
drive home, my time is split
earn money to pay for their
between work and study.
classes; Most commuters do
Then evening comes, which
not enjoy work, but it is ·
more times than not brings
necessary to pay tuition. This
me back up to the university.
leads to the reason why they
The meetings I am required
don't reside on campusto attend do not start until 9
cost. It is just too expensive
p.m., and may last for up to
for most commuters to live
an hour. Then there is
here. At a recent luncheon
another drive·home.
with fellow freshmen comMy point is not to draw
muters: Kristin Littel, the
sympathy, and I know that
Coordinator of Commuter
most commuters, or resiServices, and Adrienne
dents, are not as involved as I . Scheiss, the Director of
am, but rather t.o demon~ .
Freshmen Programs, asked if
strate how tough it is for
the cost factor were removed,
commuters to just make it to
would we like to live on
classes, let alone get incampus? The response was
volved. Mr. Weislak states,
overwhelmingly affirmative.
"It's too easy not to get
I do not think I even to
involved.'~ I say this-- i.t's too
address his premise that
hard to get involved! As a
commuters are just running
rule, most organizations hold home to mom and dad, since
their meetings in the evening, it is so.absurd., . .
1.
as well as most social activi- · ·.· .. · 'lchoose't{icome to Xavier
ties on campus (Jumpslarts,
because of the quality of
study groups, movies, guest ·educational experience.
nothing to contribute, and
presented at college! Almost
could not care less about the
everyone, although hesitant
University. Now, !could
when presented with the
bring to light all that comprospect of college life,
muter students, that insignifi- accepts college as a way to
cant majority, have contribreach out to new people and
uted to this school, but I must · expand their horizons.
· I will cast no stones. There
decline. However, let me
humbly present a few points. have been times when I have
Weislak seems to be under looked upon school with
the delusion that, for the
apathy. But it is not because
commute student, college is
I do not care. At first glance,
simply an extension of high
it docs not appear that much
school. Commuters, accordis offered at Xavier for coming to Wcislak, prefer to have. inutcrs'. The very existence of
the same old friends, "isolate · Commuter Coui1cil is to
yourself from yoyr present
improve the unhappy lot of
situation and withdraw to".
the commuter student, which
Momand Dad;'' ahd thus, '
lJoth the University' and
have a great deal of apat~y
people like Weislak attempt
toward college. Wrong!
to overlook.
Granted there is a certain
Obviously, the boundaries
amount of apathy among
of Weislak's little world do
some commuters. But what
not seem to extend past the
of reside1its themselves?
dorms. Is there nnyone
Why single out only comasinine enough to believe
muters? If Wcislak was.
that, Joe Emmerling's article
open-minded enough, he
docs not at least have n basis
would see thnt there would
of truth. Cnp any resident
be apathy among some
relate to commuters having
people in .the group. "Let he
to park at the bottom of the
who is without sin cast the
.North Lot or even in the Pit, ·
first stone," so the quote
while their own cnrs sit
goes. Only a supe'r-intro-.
unused at the top? Docs it
vertcd commuter would
really seem fair that commutchoose high school friends
ers ha.veto pass unmoved
and parents over the new
cars to parkin the Pit, all the
challenges and opportunities
while being ten minutes late

There arc certainly cheaper
the problem still exists. No
options available in which I
doubt the editors and authors
could reside on cnmpus, but! of the articles will hide
feel the pros of com muting to behind the democratic ideas
Xavier outweigh the cons of
of freedoms of the press and
residing at another univerfreedom of ~pcech. I would
sity. Instead of generalizing
like to remind them that
about commuters as apathese freedoms, as great as
thetic, Mr. Wicslak should
they are, arc not infinite. One
have written about how
person's freedoms end when
Xavier community can better
they start to infringe on
understand the situntion of
ano"thcr's inherent freedoms.·
commuters.
-'Slander is truly an example
His article is just one in a
of this. No one has the right
growing trend in the quality
to publish non-factual
of Newswire articles. It seems opinions that slander anthat lately the paper runs
other. Journalistic integrity·
articles that undermine the
seems to be a little lacking in
family atmosphere of Xavier.
some of the reporting of the
The majority of the paper is
Newswire.
filled with quality articles,
I commend the Newswire
but one or two of the aforein its advancements in
mentioned type of articles
journalism. Although this is
appear in each edition. These my first year at Xavier, I
articles have very little
understand that the current
factual docum!'!ntation and
N1.wswire staff is one of the
seem to be based on the
best the university has seen.
radical notions of the indi. My opinions may not be the
viduals. They create and
most popular, but it seems
unneeded tension within the
they need to be expressed
Xavier community. Is the
before the Newswire slips
Newswire trying to create its
further in its responsibility to
own stories by slandering
report quality, factual st~ries.
certain racial, sexual; or social
groups ~f Xavier? The
·
· -Joseph D. Booth
answer is probably no, but
fort.he one class they happen
has become the American
to have that day? If! you are
ritual when naive youths
already calling me a crybaby
become adults," and then
for this you are all reaay
also, "if you commute, you
demonstrating your closemiss what college is all
mindedness. But for the
about." As if all commuters
moment, picture commuters
choose to commute. Believe
monopolizing the top of the
it or not, not all commuters
North Lot while all residents
have the mon.cy to live on
were forced to park at the
campus. That's why they are
bottom and in the Pit.
forced to make the drive
Anyone forced into such a
from such distant places as
situation would. complain,
Milford, and even farther.
also. If it were the rcsiThen again, maybe r spoke
dentswho were complaining,
too soon. Some may think it
at least the University would
is fun to fight traffic on an
listen to them. But please,
hour-long sojourn to school.
Wcislak, do not take my
Again Weislak's essential
word for it! Just ask any of
points in his" At Odds ... "
the over 1800 commuters at
article seem to have some
Xavier.
validity. Yet the way in
"Even a quick look at the
which he presents these
basketball games show that
points hides them in sheer
most commuters dori't come.
windblown rhetorical
Granted there are one or two.
rubbish. Until Weislak, and
Only in residents do you see
all those like him, climb
the screaming and face
down from their lofty
paintii)g." I had to laugh at
pedestals nnd begin to realize
the ridiculous absurdity of
things as they rcnlly arc, the
Wcislak's view when I read
rift which has divided the
it. But then I 1i1ust have
University and resident
missed the game where he
students from the commuters
stood at the main door asking will only get worse.
each of the hundreds of
students attending whether
they were a resident or a
-Paul Zook
commuter.
"Going away to college
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Want to tell someone how
much they mean to you,
but find yourself.shaking
uncontrollably, drooling
on your shoes, sweatin·g
all over, and just plain
falling apart?
The Xavier· Newswire will
help play Cupid with the
annual Valentin.e personal
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PRE-LAW SOCIETY
MEETING
THURS., JAN. 31, 1991
7:45 P.M.
TERRACE ROOM
(UNIV. CENTER)
FEATURED SPEAKERS
INCLUDE 2 CINCINNATI
CRIMINAL LAW ATTORNEYS .
ALL ARE WELCOME.
-QUESTIONS CALL X-4900.

C.1:'
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eXc11se me
By David Stubenrauch

The Xavier Ne1.oswi re

XAVIER BOWS TO U.C. CAGEMENIN SEASON'S FINAL CONTEST
Last Half Jinx Dogs Tea-m Against Clifton .Rivals
A capacity crowd rocked the 13 count; Cosgrove tiein g itat
FieldhouseWednesday,asthe 16-16, and finally Foley
Bearcats downed the Muske- squaring off the score with a
tee rs. Both teams suffered the free throw making it 24-24 at
Joss of key men. jack-Mueller the half.
of U.C. graduated the past seAlthough the line-upforthe
mester and X's Don Donovan second halfwas the same as in
was laid up with the flu.
the first, the Bear cats perFor Xavier, Langemeier tal- formed like an entirelydifferlied the first point.on a free 'ent team;· Their spirited of.throw. The first half scoring fense and strategic defense
was kept to a minimum due to completely befuddled. the x
the close defensiveplayofeach cagers.
team. The.lead changed hands . Xavier matched the Bearcats
twice and was tied on four - in freethrows, 11 being made
different occasions; Neiser byeach team.TheCatsnotched
sinking.a long one to make it8 21 field goals to the Muskies
all;McCaffreyscoringforal3- 14. U.C. 's Siekman and

Westerfield were the high
pointmen of the game scoring
17 and 18 respectively.
"Whitey" Langemeierplayeda
bang-up game for the Muskies
by racking up a total of 13
points, McCaffrey following
with 8. The final score credited the Bearcatswith 53 and
_the Muskies 39.
[Thisa.rticle,printedverbatim, appeared in the Xavier
University News on Friday,
March 1, 1946. Ii marked the
first Be arc at victory over the
Muskete·ers in tll-is, lh'e third
meeting of the now annual
·'Crosstown Shoot-Out.']
·

Xavier to host MCC tourney
By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
The Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) Tournament will be movingtoar)ewlocation, which Xavier and
thecityof Cincinnati hope will become
permanent.
The MCChasdecided tochangesites
of the tournament next year from the'
University of Dayton Arena to
Riverfront Coliseum. It· is expecting·
the success UDhasalreadyachieved to
continue.
"Playing the championships on a
neutral court has always been a priority,'.' said MCC Commissioner Tucker
DiEdwardo. "Balancing that desire
with the financial success of the championships has been difficult, but because of the University of Dayton's cfforts, the tournament has progressed to
the point where it can be successful at
this venue."·
The conference chose Xavier over
Indianapolis. The main issues considered were the location and size of the
arena. According to Xavier Athletic
Director Jeff Fogelson, the move to the
Coliseumisgreatforthecityand Xavier.

"Even though wecanassumetherewill events such as the 1992 MCC Tournabe more Xavier fans, the court is neutral. ment and 1992 Na tiona 1 Collegiate
because we don't play on it," he said.
Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
The MCC was worried the tourna- Regionals, which is being hosted by the
mentmightoutgrow UD Arena because University of Cincinnati a week after
it sold out three of the four sessions last the MCC Tournament.
year. "We had to re-examine other
"The attraction of this tournament
sites that are bigger and more neutral. helps the city of Cincinnati agreat deal,"
It wasn't any dissatisfaction with the said Don Schumacher, CSEC executive
way Dayton has handled it. It has been ·director. "Our job is to improve the
a first class affair," said Fogelson.
quality of life in the city, bring meanXavier is working in conjunction ingful exposure to the community and
·with the Cincinnati Sports and Events help the economy, which these tournaCommission (CSEC), Riverfront Coli- ments are expected to do."
scum and Cincinnati Conventions Bu_ Xavier is in the process of organizing
teau on this project.
committees for the tournament. Al"The Cincinnati Sports and Events though therewill be two less teams in
Commission, which bri1igs events to - the league next season, .Fogelson is
the city of Cincinnati, was more than hoping to attract a large ticket base.
happy to bring (the MCC tournament)
"There will be three constituencies.
to the city," explained Fogelson. "I got
The Coliseum with its boxholders, the
involved, and the Coliseum put up the CSEC with its members, and Xavier
rnoney to back it up. It's been a true
with its season ticket holders. But we
team effort." ·
· do hope Dayton fans will be there
These four groups presented a also," he said.
package to the MCC in July. The
Schur11acher sees the NCAA activity
package includes information about
estimating $2 million and expects the
costs, ticket projections, income, hotel
MCC with two less teams to make half
accomodations and travel rates.
that. He concluded, "The MCC is a
The CSEC, a privately funded orgaquality conference in a city that prides
nization, has helped the city bring in
itself for doing quality things."

Memories ...
It was just three years ago this
week, not that far, far away, when a
great adventure took place.
.
The opening read, "It was the
worst of nights, it was the best of
nights." It went on to give the three
reasons for an annual match-up between Xavier and UC. It asked the
fans to show their support through .
attendance and dedication. Finally,
it ended inthemoral, "Be there or be
a Bearcat."
·From then on, this displayof critique in black-and-white became
known as "eXcUse me." Looking
back, I found that some of my best
works were done about the Crosstown Shootout.
Prior to the 1989 contest which
the Bearcats won 86-76, I did my
column along with the assistance of
the UC NewsRecord reporter, Branson
Wright. It's the only time in myfour
years at this newspaper that such a
venture took place. Stay tuned, I
won't let that be the only time.
Last year was the. mosLmemorableof all of my columns. Does this
sound familiar?·
"Hey Bearcats,cut us some slack.
I know our cheers are boring. I also
know that some of our cheerleaders
would seem better fit to play football
than cheer basketball. You don't
need to tell me.· I'm embarrassed
enough by the existence of all 40 or
so of them."
.- Ooh,bitingcommentary! Itreally
madea name for myself. Actually, it
madeabout20newnamesformyself,
most that can't be printed.
In between, I've had many other
great and memorable coluryms. I
said goodbye to the great Xavier
Stadiun'\''ii1 my own personal way.
I'm stil! l~oking at you, kid.
There was also the first time I
stirred a little hate mai~- my way
when I \'{rote about oufpairing in
the 1988 NCAA Tournament. I really didn't have a problem with our
_opponent, eventual champion-Kan- .
sasJayhawks, but with thesiteofour
opening round game. Of all the
places to send the Muskies, they had
to send us to Lincoln, Nebraska.
Called by some reporters as"Siberia
with Seven-·11 ·s," I decided to take a
lighter side and just ask the simple
question, "Nebraska, where's Nebraska?"
Since then, along with the help of
a map, I have found that western
province. Keep writing, criticizing
and commenting. It's the greatest
gift you can give a columnist.
Memories, of the wayw~ were ...
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Herman-s named new Xavier men's soccer coach
Jack Hermans, who spent
the past three years as an assistant coach at Xavier, has been
selected as the new head men's
soccer coach. Hermans, 36,
replaces Vince Pecoraro, who
resigned recently after five
seasons at the helm.

Despite the factthat XU finished 5-15-1 in the fall,
Hermans says there were some
positivepoints. "Wewonthree
in a row to end the season

before losing in the second

round of the MCC (Midwestern Collegiate Conference)
Tournament to thenumberone
team in the country (Evansville). These guys never quit."
"There is certainly a lot of
work to be done," Hermans
admits, "and I want to get
started as soon as possible.
First, we'll get the returning
players together and get going
on recruiting... I am optimistic."

R E S ER v··E

)

ENJOYA
4.0

BREAKFAST
Treat yourself to breakfast
at Arthur's this week-end.
Saturday and Sunday,
9:30 am til 2 pm~ Put
yourself <'It the top of the
class. Only at Arthur's.
Join us.
·

Hermans, who was born in
Breda, The Netherlands,
played pro soccer in Holland
until an injury cut his career
short'. Then he turned his attention to coaching soccer, and ·
coached teams in Holland from
the ages of 12-19.
Hermans has been coaching in the United States for 11
years, beginning his U.S.
coaching career as the head
coach at Cincinnati's Purcell
Marian fiigh School in 1980:

He stayed at Purcell until 1984
but not before being honored
in 1983 as the Greater Cincinnati LeagueCoach-of-the-Y~pr.
The success continued for
Hermans when he moved on
to his next position, head coach
at Anderson High School.
While there, he earned Cincinnati Coach-of-the-Year honors
from the Cincinnati Post(1984)
and the Cincinnati Enquirer
(1985), and Eastern Metro
League Coach-of-the-Year

0 FF ICE RS' TR A I N I NG

3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square
871·5543

CORPS.·

CASHIN
ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore With good
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year
scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships· pay tuition, most
books and fees, plu$ $100 per school month. They
also pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials impressive to future employers.

ARMY ROTC
Bar • Restaurant • Garden

honors (1985). In '1985, And~r
son took over the number one
ranking in thecity.
"I consider Jack to bea very
good choice in terms of bringing in quality player prospects," says Xavier Athletic
Director Jeff Fogelson. "His
experience as a player and
coach at so many levels is excellent. We're delighted that
Jack has decided to take over
the program."

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Capt.Johnson at 745.-3646
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Boxers prepare for meets
squad. They are a young team
By Todd Meyer
with no senior leadership. The
The Xavier Newswire
team this year has only three
boxers: Tim Coyne, Scott
The Xavier boxing team, Henderson and Chris Nealon,
cominginto ~his season after a back with experience from last
successful 1990 campaign, is year. .
preparing for next week's
The team has been working
. match up with Miami Univer- hard since coming back from
sity and Ohio University.
winter bre·ak.
However, the team will en~·
"Training has especially
ter competition without last
picked up over the last week,"
year's national runner-up,
Brennan .Maloney, who is un- said Henderson. "We need to
work to be at a better level of
likely to return anytime soon.
conditioning than ,the other
Maloney dislocated his shoul- teams.''
der in a· December 6 bout
"We're trying to shake off
against Miart\i:
the
dust from break and get
"The doctor has me on three
our
conditioning back," said
weeks of rehabilitation," said
"There's not a lot of
Coyne;
Maloney. "After that:we'll see
how I· feel. l'.d ·like to defend time before ~e box, but everyone came back in pretty good
my regional title."·
shape.''
Fourteen boxers came out
The Xavier boxers face Ohio
for training, according to.
Schwartz. Thisenthusiasm will University and Miami Univerhavetocarrytheinexperienced sity at 7:45, February 8, at the

X~vier

Armory.
"This will bea great chance
to get experience for the newer
people," said Schwartz.
Henderson expects the teams
to come in well-conditioned·
and ready to box. Xavier beat
Miami 4-2 in a .December
match.
Xavier hosts the Midwest
Regional Championships
March 14 and 15. The team
hopes to move the bouts to
Schmidt Fieldhouse for the
Championships because the
Armory was extremely
crowded for the Regionals last
year.
Theteamishighlyinterested
in the Fieldhouse because it
offersmoreseatinganda more
attractive alternative than the
Armory. Thdinaldecision on
the move is up to Dave
Coleman, director of University Center, and Jim Ray, director of recreational sports.

Spring Intramural Sports Schedule
.,.

CCJLCQ)~IB

<C&1111~
The Crosstown Shootout has produced
some of the most exciting finishes in basketball. Since the l 950's, the margin of victory
has become much closer. The graph shows
the decrease in the percentage of games that
have been decided by more than 10 points in
the lastfourdecades.

7

4
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18

of
10

3
of
10

3
of
11

')0-')9

'60-'69

'70-'79

'80-'9l

Intram~ral

·.·

Ind/DuoSports .

Sign-ups open

Sign-ups close

Play begins week of

Miles Club (M,W)
Racquetball (M,W)
Free Throw Contest (M,W)
Tennis (T,M;W)

Jan. 23
Jan. 23
Jan. 31
Feb. 27

None
Jan. 31
Feb.7
Mar. 7

Jan. 28
Feb.4
Feb. 11
Mar. 11

Jan. 23
Jan. 23
Jan. 23
Feb.6
Feb.27
Feb.27
Mar. 13
Mar.13

Jan. 31
Jan. 31
·Jan. 31
Feb; 14
Mar.7
Mar. 7
Apr.5
Apr.18

Sports

Pfioto Contest
2 Categories
Journalistic: no attempt to alter light, etc.
Fine Art: f'1ore creative, with alterations of
light, etc.

Team Sports
Basketball (M,W,C)
Floor Hockey (M, W)
Volleyball (P,C)
Wiffleball (T,M,C)
Softball (T,M, W)
Ultimate Frisbee (M, W)
lnnertube Water Polo (T,C)..
Spring Breakaway VI (M,W)

Awards

Feb. 4
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
T.B.A.
Mar. 12
Mar. 1l
Apr. 8
Apr, 22-26

T-shirts: I for each category
Pictures published in The Xavier Newswire

Ru 1es
i<·,\11 entries must be 8" x IO" black and white
with negatives of Xavier Intramural Sports.
*All entries judged by XUIM staff.

(M)-Men (W)-Women (C)-Co-rec (P)-Power. (T)-Toumament

*Participants must be XU students, faculty,
staff or alumni.

Mandatory captains' meeting today at 3 p.m. in the O'Connor Sports Center for floor
·
.
hockey, volleyball and basketball captains. ·

*Participants may _enter once in each category.

.

.

Students interested in h~ndball are invited to watch handball pro John Bike, ranke.d
#lin the US., at 6 p.m. Wednesday, February 27 a.t ~l1o~mak~r Ce.nter .. The progr~m
is sponsored by the Greater Cincinnati Handball Assoc1at1on,m coniunct1on with the National
Collegiate Handball Tournament. rt will include. an exhibit by ~ike, cha~lengesto Bike ~nd a
handball clinic featuring a question I answer session.· For more mformallon, contact Ela me
Todaro, RecreationalSports assistant director.at 745-2856 or Bob Lohmueller at 891-1632.
Students are encouraged to compete in the Miles Club. Activities include running, swimmin
and bicycling.
.

.

For more information on any of the intramural programs or upcoming club activities, contact
Elaine Todaro at 745-2856. ·

*Each photograph must designate category
.
entered, be identified with photographer's
name, address and phone number. Include a
brief description of where and when photo was
taken, what event it portrays and,· if possible,
identification of any individuals who appear.in
the photo.
"''A 11 photographs become property of XU Recreational Sports Department.

Entries
Correction: last week's schedule was inaccurate.

Open today and close Friday, May 3, I 99 I
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Bulls take X Muskies in motion
by the horn
By Emmet Prosser

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier Musketeers
head into the Shoemaker
Center tonight with a 1-1
record on their current fourgame road trip. A win tonight would give the Xavier
cagers a huge lift going into
St. Louis on Saturday.
Thursday night, the
Muskies were _taken to the
wire by last-place Detroit. The
Titans built a four-point lead
with three minutes left behind
point guard Duane Kelly's 25
points. A bank shot by Xavier
forward Aaron Williams with
29 seconds gave the defending Midwestern Collegiate
Conference (MCC) regular
season champions the lead
they would not relinquish.
"Our kids refused to lose
tonight," said head coach Pete
Gillen. "We may not..-have
played our best game, but we
never quit."
On Saturday, in front of a
national ESPN audience,
Xavier lost a tough battle to
the Bulls of South Florida, 92. 88. Xavier was hurt in the
first half when center Brian
Grant went down with a
sprained ankle >~ith about five
minutes to play.
Down 38-27, the Musketeers \Vent on an 8-0 run to
start the second half. Keyed
by guard Jamal Walker,
Xavier scored 'IO of the first 14
points. Although the Muskies.

Lady Musketeer guard Kirn Blanton takes
a shot over a Lady Billikenduring
Xavier's 84-62 wintwo weeks ago. This
past week, the women took on the Detroit
Lady Titans and Butler Lady Bulldogs.
Taking on a tough Detroit squad, the
Lady Muskies lost, 79-72. Against
Butler, the women were outplayed, 88-68.
They travel to Dayton Saturday to
challenge the Lady Flyers.

made some extraordinary runs
at the Sun Belt foes including
key three pointers by guard
Michael Davenport and Mark
Poynter late iri the game, USF
never lost the lead.
The
team's
leading
rebounder was missed as the
Bulls out-rebounded the
Muskies. The61-pointscoring
outburst in the second half
wasn't enough as the Bulls
were victories, despite 22
points from Jamal Walker and
. a career high 23 points for forward Maurice Brantley.
Cincinnati is coming off a
major upset of 15th ranked
Southern Mississippi on the
road. A win against the
Bearcats would be a major lift
for the young Musketeers.
Grant was quick topointout
the importance of tonight's
contest. "UC is a good team
and a win would be a big thing
offeveryone'schest. ltisgoing
to come down to who works
the hardest," he explained.
Grant said he would be
ready to play tonight. "The
ankle isa little tender, but you
have to play with some pain. It
is part of basketball," he said.
After the Crosstown
Shootout, Xavier will travel to
St. Louis to avenge an earlier
buzzer-beater by the 13i\ likens.
The Muskies return home
Thursday, Feb. 7 to foce the
Marquette Warriors.
Xavier is now 12-5 ovcra II
and a second-place 5-1 in the
MCC. UC is4-2 and in second
place in the Metro Conference.

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO CATCH
THE CROSSTOWN SHOOTOUT?
A. Shoemaker
Center rafters
B. Smoky, smelly
bar
C. Xavier Main
Dining Room

·wd so:s
ie siieis awe~ ·wd
O€=L. ie uado siooa
ia8ieqJ iaAoJ
OU l{HM • • . WOOlJ 8u!
-u!a up?J'\I ia!Aex·:l
:iaMsuv

Above: Muskie guard jam(l/ Walker
drives ·to the bakset against Ball State.
Xavier lost that game 100.:.94 at hmne in
front of a national audience. Left:
Guard Michael Davenport takes a look
around a Ball State defender for an
opportunity to score.
photos by D.C. Wolff

1

FREE SPRING
BREAK VACATION
IN CANCUN! COLLEGE TOURS, THE
NATIONS LARGEST
AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SPRING
BREAK OPERATOR
NEEDS ENTHUSIASTIC CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES.
NOTHING TO BUY WE PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU
NEED. CALL 1-800394-4896 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

RIVERFRONT COLISEUM is now
accepting applications for full and
part lime receptionists. Musi be
willing to work wpek-ends and
holidays. Apply in· person at 100
Broadway Street, 3rd florr, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

JS'rANI.EY·H.KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Classes begin in Februaury
Call 821-2288 for information
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST
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By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
Alice, Woody Allen's newest contribution to the silver
screen, is probably one of this
season'sbestfilms. ltsurmises,
ina distinctively Allenian way,
what life was like during the
1980s 1 i.e., the infamous
Reagan Years, and is prophetic
·in warning us what life holds
for us in the 1990s if we don't
shed our conservative luggage
and blinders and view life
somewhat more realistically.
But I must make it clear that
this opinion holds true under
one very serious condition-- Review cont. onpage 19

Mia Farrow as 'Alice.'

WWII exhibit at History Museum
"Cincinnati Goes to War is
Thecountry'slargest exhibit
commemorating the 50th an- not a celebration of war, but a
niversary of the United States' remembrnnce of how the
entry into World War JI will people of Cincinnati worked
open to the public at the Cin- together to serve theircounfry,
cinnati History Museum on at home as well as a broad,"
suicl Museum Director Rubv
April 20, 199"1.
'
The 9,000-square-foot, $·1 Roge~.
Although its focus is
million exhibit, entitled Cincinnati Goes to War: A Com- Cincinnatiuns' wartime rule,
munilv Responds to WWII, the exhibit is u home front, h ufocuseson the shared wartime mun interest story thut is typi-.
experiences of Crea ter cal of metropolitan areas
Cincinnatians. A members- around the country, Rogers
onlypreview of the exhibit will said.
Visitors will see three-dibe held on April ·19.
The exhibit ~vas designed mensional, interactive exhiband fa bri ca ted by Design its on volunteer bond and scrap
Craftsmen, Inc. of Midland, drives and victory gardens, on
Michigan in conjunction with new opportunities for women
the Society's education and and minorities in the indusmuseum staff, and will remain trial work force and on the
businesses that made Mid. on view through 1995.

A letter from the Director of The Cincinnati
Historical Society, Gale E. Peterson~ and Museum Director, Ruby Rogers:
Weare very much aware that the timing of announcing the
opening of Cineinnati Goes to War: A Community Responds
to WW ll while the United States is at war in the Persian Gulf
may disturb some.readers. In one sense, however, it shows
whyThe Historical Society chose to make "Cincinnati Goes to
War" its first major exhibit.
.
People pull together in times of national crisis such as the
Second World War, such as today. They remember where
they were, exactly what they were doing when wa.r bro.kc
out. The experiences affect t_hem and future generations for
life.
WeatThe Cincinnati Historical Society-along with the
rest of the nation - are proceeding with our lives and,
therefore, adhering to our exhibition deadlines. But we wait
and hop~ for the safe return of th? U.S. troops i~ the Gu.If a1~d
a lasting solution to the economic and tern tonal confhcts m
the Middle East.

western cities important production centers for wartiqie
induslTy.
Rear-projected film charactersactuallvwill talk tb visitors
about day~to-day life during
wartime in settings ranging
from a factory shop floor with
u restored Aeronca uirplane
overhead lo u 30-sea t broadrnsting studio and a sen:ice
stnlion complete with gas
pumps.
"Cincinnati Goes to War is
the story of individuals,"
Rogers said. "We present visitors with reu 1experiences, persona 1 reflections that provide
an intimate view of wartime
life."
The exhibit's three main
themes include "Doing Your
Bit," which explores the wide
range of wartime civilian activities. "Plowshares into
·Swords," which illustrates industrial niobilization; and
"Serving Uncle Sam," which
deals with national service, and
both the military and federal
government.
An estimated 2 million
people are. expected to visit
"Cincinnati Goes to War" in the
four years that it will remnin
on view at the Museum Center.
The History Museum is
open Monday-Thursday and
Saturday, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.; Friday, 9a.m.-9 p.m.;and Sunday
and holidays, 11 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Admission to Cincinnati Goes
to War will be $3 for adults; $2
for children 3-12; and free to
CHS members.

People feel that "you have to bea 'peacenik' hippie-type to
be concerned with socia I issues, but that's not true," said Kent
Thompson, president of EarthBread. "I believe that everyone, despite their social standing, can share their interest
about social issues."
Therefore, if you're looking for an alternative dining
experience and want to meet new people, then EarthBread
and Pax Christi are for you. Every Wednesday evening at
5:00, EarthBread and Pax Christi sponsor Veg-Outs. Veg.Outs are vegetarian meals prepared by (and for) students.
EarthBread and Pax Christi meet at the Dorothy Day House,
and interested students, faculty, and staff should just show
up on Wednesday prepared to have fun. The attire is casual,
as are the people.
Aside from the Veg-Outs, EarthBread and Pax Christi
focus on various social issues, ilicluding homelessness and
the current crisis in the Middle East. Thompson is concerned
that people have a negative imcige of EarthBread and Pax
Christi. He said that the only thing you have to be to become
involved in EurthBread and Pux Christi is human.
"Everybody is concerned about socinl issues, but not
everyone knows how to express their concern," Thompson
said, "because of this, people become frustrated and feel like
they rc<1lly don't make a difference, und that is simply not
true." Currently the Veg-Outs drn11i between twelve and
twenty people each week and all types of students nre involved. "We have comm11 lers and residents, traditional and
non-traditional stud en ls who participate in Earth Bread and
Pax Christi." Thompson hopes that if more students know
whut'savailable then thev will become moreuctiveat Xavier.
"l don't believe that stucl~nts are apathetic, l just don't think
they know about all their options."

'Ifz.e Xavier
:l{s,iusiuire .
iuoult{ [i/(g, to
congratu{ate tfr.e neiuest members of
'Ih.ree 2\jng %eatre.
rJ3ec/(y !froeficfz.1 'Toni Otto
John Stro1n1 1\,ache( %01nas
rJ3ryan Powe{{; rJ3ar6ie, 'l(reuz
Chris (j-i{{igan1 Christopher yoetz
rJ3rendan Cronin1
and Jae!( .Langworthy
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The 'Slang U Dictionary' inquires 'Can you say scud?'
Routineapplicationsofsuch hear these phrases so much."
previously little-known words
Scud, emerging as the early
"gives .people who use it the war-talk fave, lends itself to
War slang is taking to the feeling of being in the know," nasty applications, says Pamela
streets. In offices and schools, says Russell Schuh, UCLA Munro,1-author of "Slang U."
battle buzzwords like Scud, linguistics professor. "There's (Harmony Books, $10), a dicsortie and BOA (bomb damage an instant recognition and 'tionary of college slang. "It
assessment) a re taking on non- comradery when you use sounds like dud or Elmer Fudd
military meanings.
slang, especially now when we - definitely not positive."
"One of my teaching colleagues was writing up a proposal,. and he said he was
sending a scud and hoped it
wouldn't be patrioted," says
Donald Crafton, professor of
communication arts, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
By Arlene Vigoda
USA TODAY I A. C. l.N.

"Ws a perfect hostile and
scatalogical word to verbally
jab someone," says Crafton.
"I've heard some people in
my school say it to each other
in a rank-out kind of way.
They'll be talking and yell out,
'Scud!'" says Coral Wohlford,
15, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

How long will this go on?
"Their shelf life," says Munro,
"may depend on how long the
war lasts."

Arlene Vigoda writes for USA
TODAY

University of Wisconsin
Platteville

0

Emphases in
Liberal Arts
International Business
Course:; available in Spanish

and in English
Fluency in Spanish not required
All courses approved by UW-PlatteviUe
and validated on an official UW-Platteville
transcript

$3975 per smrster r111 Wisconsin and
Minnesota nsldmt!I
54225 per -rster r111 non-resident!!
Costs include
Tuition and Fee;;
Room aad Boud ia Spaaisb Homes
Field trips
Financial 1id applia

For further iafora11tioa coat1d
StudJ AbroH Prov••
lf8W1t'llll'H1D
UnttmlfJ or w-..1n-P11ttnWe
J VnlferJlty Plua
P11ttnUle, WI 5311S.Jlff
(HI) 342-17Z6

NOBODY'S BORN A BIGOT.
There is no mind more open or hearr more willing ro love rhan rhar of a young child.
Bur reach a child barred and prejudice and rhe mind begins ro close,
rhe heart to harden. Unril finally, a bigor is born.
Somcrimcs whar we don'r reach our children is more important chan whac we do.

National Conference Of Christians And Jews
Learning To Live Togecher: The Unfinished Task.
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'Al.ice ' cont.

ment to new fans who've become accustomed to the newer
more mainstream 1980's A lien.

before viewing Alice you had
best do some serious soul
searching and decide for yourself if you are truly (and I do
mean truly) a die-hard, nodoubt-about-it, Woody Allen
fan-for-lifc!A/ice,unlikeCri111es
and Misdemeanors and Hanna
and Her Sisters, is not userfriendly.

With these thoughts in mind,
a quick look at Alice will help
th~1se who, even after some intimate introspection, can't decideiftheywanttobcexposed
to an original Allen film.
This movie has a fairly
simple plot. Lust, greed, and
the id Jc rich are bad, and everyone else is good.

Alice is truly a Woody movie
madc for Woody's fans. In fact
it is more originally Woody
than any recent Allen film. Alice
isathrowbacktotheearlydays
of Allen's career and his first
films.
Keeping this in mind will
undoubtedly be a major delight forfans hoping for something more truly Woody then
what'.s been served up to us in
rccentyears and a disappoint-

Alice, played by Mia Farrow (of course) is a very, very
upper class, or if you prefer,
down right rich, Manhattan
socialite. Both a wife and
mother, she lives lavishly but
is trapped in the petty, vaii1
and materialisticlifestylcofthe
Manhattan super-rich.
The movie basically follows
Alice's rediscovery of herself
and the values she once had.
She slowly awakens from the

surrot11ldings which have captured her and realizes that the
lifestyle she has become accustomed to might not be everything it once appeared to be.
• 1 .Before she marrie.d.t<Alice
\v.:isa dcvoutCatholicand had
spirit, hopes and dreams, bul
Allen exposes Alice's devote

MOVIE
REVIEW
Catholicism as hypocrisy-- a
curtain for Alice to hide her
dcsircsbehind .. Allcn makes a
point to poke fun at, if not laccrate, the "typical" Catholic
mentality. In fact he spends a
great deal of time Catholicbashing during this film.
In the course of the film,
Alice comITdts adultery, cxpcriments with mind-altering

drugs, and basically lets her
metapl~orical hair down. Her
equilibrium, which in the
course of the movie swings out
to Vemis and back again, settles
by the film's conclusion.
Aside f nxn a phenomeni11
performanccfromMia Farrow,
an excellent ensemble cast assists in her journey through
decadence. William Hurt portrays her husband. Alec
Baldwin plays her dead boyfriend. Cybill Shephard i1Ctsas
the bitchy corporate type who
steps on everyone to get to the

top, and Bernadette Peters visits as the spirit o' hellish past
In conclusion, Alice is wonderful, witty, and delightfully
frank, BUT is not for those who
have a innate dislike for Allen
movies.
1 promise that those who
clurc to watch this film and
don't have a LUST for Woody
Allen movies will leave the
theater screaming in less than
30 minutes.
Alice is currently showing at
Loews Cine111as

...-~~~~~~-----~~~~~--~~~~~~~-

Cincinnati's
Alternative Music.
. Video Progra1n from.·
the campus of
Xavier:.µ niv.ersity

SPRING BREAK
$PECIAL$
.

Airtimes on Warner Cable

. BRAND

x

·.-; vid~s

in color

$448

4 Nights in the Bahamas
Carnival's Crystal Palace in Nassau

4 Night Cruise

$535

Carnival's Mardis Gras or Carnivale
7 Nights in Daytona
Ocean front room based on 4 people per room

$595

All prices include airfare and accomodations. They arc also subject
to availability. So don't p10crastinatc, the best deals will go fast.
CALL US. WE CAN SA VEYOU MONEY!

Friday
9:00 p.m. Channel 7
ruesday 9:30 a.m. Channel 10
Thursday 3:30 p.m. Channel 10

(countywide)
(Cinti. only)

652 MAIN STREET

651-9997

m~ite ~astle
"The show with
a stove"

_; ··'

TALGOOD TRAVEL

If you are· cheerful, energetic, and like
to work with people, you may have a
future with WHITE CASTLE. We are
accepting applications for full or part
time work for our location at
Wm. H. Taft & Reading Rd. Please
apply Monday through Saturday,
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Flexible.Hours
$4.40 To Start
Meals While On Duty
Free Uniforms
Health Benefits
2 Weeks Paid Vacation
Sales Bonus
Profit Sharing
Don't confuse WHITE CASTLE with
other "Fast Food" jobs.
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XU students learn to SURVIVE!
By Wendy Ann Damon
Contributing writer
Last Wednesday, Xavier
students were taught how to
SURVIVE! A class was taught
in the chapel by Mike_ ~nd
Debbie Gardner who began
this program after Debbie was
attacked one evening.
The two are self-defense
experts who travel the country
teachingpeopfo to take control
of their own safety. The purpose of the program is to teach
people that if tl)ey focus on
taking control of their minds,
they will be surprised at what
they can make the rest of their
body do.
Debbie confesses that the
event of her attack caused her
tofreeze. Shewasleavingfrom
the Police Acadtmy, when she
was jumped by· two men.
Confused by the·.fact that she
had received straight A"s in selfdefense at the Acadilmy, yet
stillcouldn'tapplyhertraining
when the situation arose, she
decided to help others to survive should they encounter
such a terrrifying experience.
The SURVIVE!·. program

was both entertaining and benefit if you are attacked.
educational. However, itisnQt Quite'dften, anattackerwill be
just for women, rather it is for startled bya verbal confrontaall who want to learn self-de- tion, and will leave you alone.
fense. Debbie Gardner had However, this is not always
everyone captivated during successful..The next step is to
this two-and-one-half hour defend yourself with physical·
long crash course in self-de- force. Aiming to. hurt is not
fense. Debbiestres5ed lheneed enough, you must aim to hurt
for people to take control for and injure> Jn the pastpeople
their own persona I safety. . were taught tefgouge the eyes
Furthermore, she said in most orstrikethenosewithpressure,
cases people have no trouble forcing upward. Now, how-.
with defense when a child is ever, striking· the windpipe .
concerned, but when it is seems most effective.
.themselves, the. circu ms ta nces
While the first two methods
tend to be different.
arequiteeffective, they tend to
Wealsolearned thatduring repulse people into fear of aca frightening event, peC?ple do tion.
not freeze, th: y actually quit
The Gardner's also teach
breathing, thereby immobiliz- that if the odds are even worse
ing them. Gardner suggested and the assailant has a wepon,
thatif they find themselves in a your main goal is to stay alive.
life threatening situation, they Remember that if you are
should think about their loved stabbed or shot in the arm, leg,
ones and how they would feel hand, foot, or outer rim of the
if something were to happen. body, you will survive.
Then, you shoul.d take a deep
The main focus. of this pro~
breathanddowhateverittakes gram was to teach people that
to get out of the situation. .
they have the right and ability ·
In fact, to "get out of the to protect themselves .. The
situation" is one of the main Gardner'swanttohelppeople.
things SURVIVE! teaches. First realize that it is alright to use
of all, Debbie. suggested that self-defense when somone is
language may work to your · attem tin to hurt oii; ..
.

The T.R. U.S. T. (Tri~State Rally for U.S.·
Troops) is holding a rally in support
.of our troopsiri the Gulf on Monday,
Feb. 4 at 6:00 p.m.at the Dr~wbridge
Inn, Ft.Thomas, KY in London Hall.

The ARA Food Service is currently
· conducting afood survey. Survey ·
f orrns can be foundill the Grill, the
Cafe, and~Dowhun<ler.. The results
will be in a future· issue of The
Newswire~

THE DOWNUNDER- BASKETBALL CONNECTION!!.
.
"
WINNING HOOPS MEAN WINNING PRICES
.

'
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.

'

.

;

..

Slice ~f Pizza (one topping) - .99
Larg·e Pizza (one topping) - 6.60
Large 32oz 'Soft ·'Drink
- .99
.Nachos
- .99
. ; .99
Hot Dogs

Come to the Xavier vs.
U.C. Pre-Game Party
and enjoy special
basketball disco·unt
prices!

U.C. Pr.e-Game Party Wed. Jan. 30 at 6:00 p.m.
If you missed it, look for more basketball specials co~ing Feb. 7th· & 12th!

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY, CALL_ '745•3530
.
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